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BYINTEK P70 DLP 3D 4K Android wireless mini projector/projector
Are  you  looking  for  a  compact  projector  that  will  allow  you  to  display  movies  or  photos  no  matter  where  you  are?  The  BYINTEK  P70
wireless mini projector will meet your needs. It's lightweight and about the size of a soda can. It provides excellent image quality in 4K,
and  the  high-quality  RGB  3LED  lamp  stands  out  with  a  lifespan  of  30,000  hr.  Wireless  operation  and  an  8,000  mAh  battery  make  it
perfect for outdoor use.
 
High image quality
The projector uses DLP display technology and can display up to 4K resolution. So you can enjoy excellent color reproduction, rich detail
and clear images. The maximum projection size of 200" is also a plus.
 
Convenient operation
The projector has a practical touch panel, so you have quick access to the most important functions of the device. The small size and
8000  mAh  battery  mean  you  can  take  the  projector  outdoors  or  to  your  friends  without  worry.  You  will  also  find  a  remote  control
included, which will make operating the device even easier.
 
Even more possibilities
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The BYINTEK P70 wireless mini projector is compatible with Android OS 9.0, allowing you to watch Netflix videos on the big screen, listen
to Youtube music and use many other applications. The built-in 5W x 2 stereo speakers are responsible for the high sound quality, so you
can project a concert broadcast or a match of your favorite team on the big screen. What's more, the projector will also serve you as a
speaker!
 
Well designed
The device allows corner and vertical keystone correction, so you can easily correct errors caused by misalignment of the projector. Also
noteworthy is the quiet operation of 28 dB, as well as the zoom function and electronic focus. The device is equipped with 2G ROM + 32G
RAM, and is also compatible with DC12V car chargers.
 
Wide compatibility
The projector has a number of ports, so you can connect a wide variety of equipment to it. For example, you can connect it to your PS4
console,  smartphone,  tablet,  laptop  or  computer  to  enjoy  gaming  on  the  big  screen  or  display  your  vacation  photos.  There  are  also
options to connect a U / TF drive, gamepad, mouse, DVD or speakers.
 
Included
Wireless mini projector
Remote control
USB-C power cable
Tripod
Storage bag
User manual
Manufacturer
BYINTEK
Model
P70
Display type
DLP
Lamp type
RGB 3LED
Projection without computer
Yes
Built-in speakers
Yes
Maximum resolution
4K
Projection area
30-200''
Maximum projection area
200''
Keystone
Automatic/manual vertical correction, manual corner correction
Electronic zoom
Yes
Volume
28 dB
Wi-Fi
2.4G & 5G
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Bluetooth
5.0
Wireless connection
Yes
Android
9.0
Smart
Yes
Battery capacity
8000 mAh
Electronic focus adjustment
Yes
Lamp life
30000 h
Off-axis
Yes
Memory
RAM 2G + ROM 32G
Speakers
5W x2
Inputs / outputs
HDMI, USB 2.0, Mini Jack 3.5mm
Technologies
Super Color technology, MEMC
Other
Supports DC12V/2A car chargers

Price:

Before: € 416.9946

Now: € 400.00

IT Accessories, Projector
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